
 

Collecting bales of hay, straw or silage takes time. With 
the universal Schneider square bale gripper both large 
and small bales can be moved safely and quickly and stable 
stacks can be created without wasting space.
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  Product advantages - Features:
> center of gravity close to the tractor
> constant pressure via two double-acting  
   180 bar hydraulic cylinders
> the shape of the gripper arms protects the wrapping film 
> no bale shifting when picking up, due to gripper arm  
   compensation
> grease fittings on moving parts for long service life
> pressure retaining valve, hydraulic hoses, quick connector

You can get the gripper for front loaders, telescopic 
loaders and wheel loaders optionally with:
> euro bracket, 
> a version for welding on or 
> LP bracket System (perforated plate) 

The LP bracket system from Schneider offers a high le-
vel of investment security. It connects the respective 
manufacturer-specific connection with the square bale 
gripper.  When changing the carrier vehicle, simply chan-
ge the bracket plate without any conversion work.  

Square  
bale gripper 
Art. No.  

Bracket
Carrier

Min.
Width

Bale Size Load 
capacity

Weight 

in mm      ca. in kg

125.025.200
euro  
bracket

1,150 800-2,000 1,000 210

125.025.320
for  
welding on

1,150 800-2,000 1,000 210

125.025.700
LP Bracket 
System

1,150 500-2,200 1,000 250

Art.-Nr. 125.025.200 /..700

1.150 mm 1.120 mm

1.180 mm

750 - 2.100 mm

The square bale gripper is characterized by a solid and 
compact design. It grabs rectangular and round bales from 
800 to 2,000 mm.  

Thick-walled, sturdy tubular steel 
arms gently nestle against the vari-
ous bale shapes with a secure grip. 

Despite high holding forces, over-
stretching or damage to silage 
films is avoided.  


